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The Gemini Cable Conditioner (GCC) can help to reduce the effects of leakage in water-

logged field cables and must be considered a measure of last resort to help extend the 

life of old degraded 2 core control cables (CSG’s). 

Introduction 

• GCCs are not a replacement for damaged cables or poor cable joints. These 

problems need to be addressed before continuing.  

• It is also possible that a faulty decoder is at the root of the problem, which 

causes the system to exhibit the same behaviour as if there were cable 

problems. 

• GCC’s are not designed for use on GTI Trident sites. 

Initial tests for GCC requirement 

1. Measure the CSG standby current (Approximately 3mA x “number of decoders 

connected to the CSG”). If the measured current exceeds the result of the 

calculation by 100mA then it is most likely that a faulty decoder is causing the 

problems (The faulty decoder could cause the station to start irrigating). Do not 

continue unless the decoder standby current is within limits. 

2. Check the earth leakage current (Put both wires of the field cable in the clamp 

meter) while the CSG is powered, it must be less than 10mA. 

3. Ensure the 30 or 40VAC (Selectable inside the DOU) is available at the input of all 

decoders found in the CSG. 

If the above tests are completed without issue then proceed with further testing as 
outlined below. 

Further tests 

The Gemini DOU uses two message styles to contact the decoders in the field: 

• Short message. This is used to turn on one decoder and turn off all the other 

decoders found in the CSG. 

• Long message. This is used to turn on two or more decoders in the CSG. 

The long message is more sensitive to the aforementioned cable problems. Therefore, 

decoder tests need to be performed in two stages 

 



 

1. Operate a single station in the CSG to be tested 

2. Operate 2 or more stations simultaneously (Therefore the DOU sends a long 

message to the CSG). 

 

• If the decoders have difficulties responding during the initial test then swap the 

surge protector (GTI-SPB - referred to as LPU in the GTI software) for the 

problematic CSG inside the DOU. 

• Repeat the above test with at least the furthest half of the problematic CSG 

cable disconnected.  

• Check if the remaining decoders start working. If this is the case the GCCs may 

well reduce the problem. 

• If you find that all decoders respond, except for the most distant ones, GCCs 

could help solve the problem. 

Installing GCC’s 

Cable conditioners need to be installed at regular intervals using recommended 

connection methods. 

• Start by connecting GCC’s at 1000m intervals along the CSG cable 

• If the decoders still fail to respond then connect GCC’s at 500m intervals along 

the CSG cable. 

 

If the above fails to improve the condition of the CSG cables then contact Bailoy for 
further advice. 
 
 
 


